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SBA Talces
Charge
byFlgHo~OD

Newly-elected members of the
SBA government met March 5,
and wasted no time in planning
activities to fulfill their campaign
pledges
of
"action
for a
change."
_
President Marjy Fisher announced the appointments of Bob
Lord as SBAtreasurer, and Laura
Foggan and Lenny Goodman as
Executive
Vice-Presidents.
Foggan will- handle
student
grievance procedures,
while
Goodman
is developing
a
speakers series and social activ. ities.
The SBA has already hosted
severla speakers at the law school.
Doug Phelps,
Harvard
Law
School's
alternative
career'
counselor, spoke to an overflow
crowd at the Bacon Hall lounge
last March on the topic of law

Vis...iting Scholo.r Series
Fl.
P II k
----.--eatures-· rvlng 0 ac
On April 7 and 8; former SEC who during his 27 years at the
Commissioner Irving M. Pollack SEC rose from the position of juwill be a Visiting Scholar at the nior attorney to Chairman of the
law school. On Tuesday, April 7, . Commission. For nearly 20 years,
he will speak to Professor Steven-Mr.
Cohen also taught securities
son's class on the Regulation of law to the students of the NatiSecurities Trading and after class onal Law Center. Under this new
will .be available for informal Visiting Scholar Program a recogconversation with students in the nized leader in corporate or securFaculty Lounge from 11:00 a.m, ities law will be invited each year
until noon. On Wednesday, April tovisit the law school and lecture
8 at 4:00 p.m. Mr. Pollack will on topics related to those two
give a lecture to which all students areas of the law.
are invited entitled "The SEC
Ii is fitting that Mr. Pollack
Lawyer: Who Is His Client and will inaugurate this program. He
What Are His Responsibilities?"
began his public career as a trial
His talk will address some of the attorney at the SEC in 1947, and
ethical questions that face the in 1974 he became a CommisSEC lawyer.
- sioner. Since retiring from the
SEC in 1980, he has been serving'
Mr. Pollack's visit will inau- as a consultant in the securities
gurate a Visiting Scholar Program field in such diverse countries as
Luxern bourg and
in Securities Law to be funded by Indonesia,
- the Manuel F. Cohen Memorial Columbia.
Lectureship Fund. The Fund was " Mr. Pollack's lecture will be in
established in 1979 as a memorial Room 101 of Stockton Hall and a
to Manuel F. Cohen, a dedicated re.ception f~r faculty and students
and distinguished public servant will follow In Bacon Lounge.
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Ralph Nader is scheduled to speak sometime in April
in speech to be arranged. by the SBA.
F[sher- says, "Student input is
advisers and placement. Current
projects include reform of the essential to the functioning of the
SBA election . process and a SBA." She invites students to
revamping of orientation .for visit the SBA office in 301-C
:incoming students.
. Bacon.

p~~~c i~~~~~~.s~
George Washington law alumnus,
spoke at the school on the

-

1st Year Moot Court .
The Van Vleck Appellate Moot

~~~~~~r;:~he::~~:s
:~rbrf~;~~:~~e~~~r~h:~i:;f~~~~dt~f~~;
several other prominent alumni to First Year Van Vleck Moot Court
campus.
Competition will be held on
The SBA has also invited
Thursday, April 23, 1981 at' 8:00
consumer advocate Ralph Nader
p.m,
in the
Building
C
and former U.S. Senator George
Auditorium, Room C103, 2201
McGovern to speak at the Law G Street N.W. The competition
Center this Spring.
will be held before four judges,
Other
events
now being
including Judge Abner Mikva of
planned
include
the Spring
the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
Softball Tournament
and the for the D.C. Circuit, and Judge
End-Of-The-Year Party for the Gerhard Gesell of the-U.S.
entire law school.
District Court for the District of
Interviews for student positions' Columbia.
on the seven student-faculty com- • The first year finalists are
mittees will begin soon. Four SBA Laura Foggan and Carla Friend,
-members, as well as present
Petitioners, and Carol Fortine
committee members, will ilf..-and
Pa!riciaGotschalk,
Resterview applicants for these com- pondents.
These two teams
mittees during April. Students
received the highest cumulative
interested in serving on these scores in two rounds of competicommittees should contact their tion, based on oral and written
SBA representatives.
appellate advocacy. Each finalist
Finally, the SBA has formed
will receive one academic credit.
task-forces to draw up .plans to ,...-----------.;...-----------bring about improvements in the
areas of financial aid, food
services,
grade
disparity,
academic evaluations,
student
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Keith Anderson

As a reflection of support to
aid the efforts of those involved
in the search for the killer(s) of
young Black children in Atlanta,
a check in the amount of 387.00
was mailed to the Atlanta Police
Bureau Investigation. In addition'

to the check, a petition holding
over 300 signatures was delivered
to -Congresspersons on Capitol
Hill expressing support of more
federal aid to the investigation.
- The cost of the investigation
has been approximately $350,000
per month because of its length
and intensity. President Reagan
recently granted 1.5 million dollars to assist in the expense, and
while such an amountIs indeed
helpful, the investigation stillis in

....

Journal Editors Chosen

Balsa Successful In Fund-Drive .
To Aid Atlanta Investigation
by Linda V. Parker
.With the support of the National Law Center community,
BALSA's efforts to raise funds'
and muster support for the Atlanta investigation was a success.

teams participated in
this year's competition. The case
in issue involves an unmarried
couple convicted of fornication
after being observed through an
uncurtained second-story window
by a police officer
using
binoculars. The legal issues raised
are whether such surveillance is
an unconstitutional warrantless
search, and whether the fornication statute is an unconstitutional
invasion of privacy.
Members of the law school and
general community are invited
and encouraged to attend. The
competition, including argument
and comments by the judges,
should last approximately two
hours. The Van Vleck Appellate
Moot Court Board encourages
law students in particular to take
this opportunity to witness highquality appellate advocacy, and
to receive free advice from experts
in the field.
"Thirty-six

need of funding as the killer(s)
has not been found.
BALSA wishes to express gratitude to the Law Center community for responding to this tragedy
which concerns us all. The senseless killing of helpless children is
outrageous and must be stopped.
We urge you to continue your
support by wearing red ribbons in
memory of the slain children and ,
to remain spiritually committed
to seeing the end to the Atlanta
killings.
-
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Pase two

editorial:

Ban Handgunsl

This time, President Reagan has survived the effects of hot lead
propelled from a handgun piercing through his chest. Next time, will he
be so lucky?
We live in a nation in which senseless violence in Atlanta and in every
city in the country has become a fact of life. The loud report of a
handgun accompanied by the death of another human being has
become so common place that the media reports these incidents only
when the victim is famous.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D·Mass.), a man whose life and family
has been disrupted by the assassin's bullets, told the Senate, "With our
prayers for those who have been wounded today must go our resolution
to rid our society of violence and to commit ourselves to do everything
we possibly can to eliminate hatred and the causes which contribute to
hatred in our society. "
"How much shooting is going to have to happen before we get rid of
those guns?" commented Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan.
Congress has received a mandate. This mandate comes not from
the tabulation of the number of votes that put each Congressperson
in office. This mandate comes from the hearts, minds, and souls of
every American who grieves the shooting of the Chief Executive of
the United States.
.
Whether through legislation or constitutional amendments, America
needs comprehensive gun control. While it may be true that guns don't
kill people, people kill people, the ready availability' of handguns gives
the murderer an open opportunity to obtain the best available tool for
the commission of the crime. Handguns have only one practical
purpose-to kill another human being. The only way to eliminate
handgun-related crime is to outlaw private ownership of a handgun.

Don't Blame Us! Join Us!
Recently, the editor of The Advocate has heard comments and
criticism concerning the writing and editorial policy of The Advocate.
Some of the comments reflect a basic misunderstanding of the policies
and operation of The Advocate. In order to clear up some of these
misconceptions, The Advocate would like to take this opportunity to
explain some aspects of this school's student newspaper.
All editorial decisions including layout and inclusion of articles are
entirely the decision of the Editor-in-Chief. One person asked the.'
editor to take his name off the list of staff members this year because
someone had chastised him for the editorial policy of the newspaper.
No staff member is in any way responsible for the editorial policy of
the newspaper. All complaints should be directed to .the Editor in ,
Chief.
The Advocate has printed all letters received and not withdrawn: The
policy of this newspaper is to provide access to all members of the law
school community. All students, faculty, and staff are invited and
encouraged to contribute.
The Advocate does not have a regular writing and reporting staff.
Persons listed as staff members are simply regular contributors or
persons who help with the production work. Whether or not a news
item or event is reported in The Advocate depends on three factors: 1)
Whether someone interested in writing about the event submits an
article; 2) Whether. the editor can convince someone to take the time to
write an article about the event; and 3) Whether the editor decides that
the event is so important or at least of interest to him that he must write
an-article. While The Advocate would like to run a story about every
event that occurs on campus, time, space, and personnel restrictions do
not permit.
The Advocate is the voice of the National Law Center. As the means
of communication for all members of the law school community, The
Advocate has a duty to report all events of importance to the school.
The Advocate has been criticized for printing the discussion of sensitive
issues by groups in the law school. While The Advocate is sensitive to
the fact that articles printed in this newspaper are sometimes repeated
outside the confines of the unviersity, The Advocate is committed to
the principle that the free discussion of ideas and \ events is an important part of the improvement and development of the law school.
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Night Students Get Bum Deal
I am a second year evening
student faced with the dilemma of
scheduling courses for the 1981-.
82 law school term. Given the
schedule of evening courses
offered, I have found it to be
virtually impossible to select ten
credit hours of courses that I
would consider to be meaningful,
either in the sense that they are
courses virtually essential for the
bar or courses simply personally
attractive. Even where problems
concerning the courses offered
can be surmounted, I find myself
faced-with taking "meaningful"
courses with professors who are
decidedly less than popular, often
for good reason. After talking
with other students, it has become
apparent to me' that 1 am, not
alone in my frustration.
r have met with Dean Schwartz
to discuss my concerns, and she
has assured me that ,she wilI'
convey them with my suggestions
for changes to those responsible
for scheduling. In the hope that
other evening students
will
proffer their own suggestions and
express their own concerns, and
because of my needs to voice my '.
frustrations in a public forum, I
have also decided to present my
views to The Advocate.
I am aware that my difficulty in
finding vpersonally
attractive
courses may, at least in part, be
due· more to my personal idiosyncracies than to deficiencies in
the . curriculum.
Nevertheless;
after realizing the comparative;
ease with which those problems:
could be eliminated were I free to
take ten hours during the day or
were I able to take two or more
courses now offered in the same
time slots, Lam convinced that
. my difficulties are in large measure attributable to the scheduling
of evening classes.
Much of my criticism of the
evening schedule stems from my.
'''gut'' reaction to what I perceive
to be a lack of sensitivity to or
consideration
of the peculiar
problems
faced' lu' evening'
students.
My frustration
is
aggravated by my knowledge
that, as an evening student, I am
.. "'.-.,'

,.

paying more than a day student
only to be confronted with a
schedule that is not responsive to
my needs.
Many
evening
students, while very much concerned with the quality of their
legal education, must balance a
number of competing concerns,
such as needs of spouses and families and full or part-time jobs. I
can't help but feel that there are.
some steps that could be taken by
the administration
that would
make' that balancing process
somewhat less painful.'
I do not mean to suggest that
the administration
is solely
responsible for the problems
faced by evening students, many
of which are personal in nature,
or that a change in scheduling is a,
panacea for those problems. It is
my feeling, however, that some of
the difficulties faced by myself
and by other evening students
could be minimized, if not e1iminated, by adopting' a more
flexible evening schedule. Among
scheduling alternatives which the
administration might consider are
the, following.
-Offer at least some of the threehour courses on a once-a-week"
three hours per night basis,
This would serve several functions. It would lessen conflicts
in scheduling,
since the
decision to take a particular
course would then only eliminate ,the ability to take one
other' course offered on the'
same evening, rather than
eliminating the ability to take
other courses on two ,evenings.
In addition, if a student were
to take two three-hour courses,
this proposal would give the
student a much-needed evening without classes. It would
also make it less likely that a
student would be forced to'
take a course he or she did not
wish to take in order to
schedule ten hours of classes.
For example, as the Fall 1981
schedule now stands, if 11'
student decides to take one of
the three-hour courses offered
on Wednesdays and Fridays,
he or she only has a choice of

three three-hour courses offered on Thrusdays
and
Fridays.
-Offer more courses in the 7:509:40 time slot. Like the first
alternative, this would give the
evening student considerably
more flexibility.
-Offer more courses in the 4:005:40 time slot. Many evening
students may be able to adjust
their work schedules' to allow
them to take courses offered at
that time,
-Offer classes on Saturdays.
-Offer
popular classes more
than once a year. Presently, if
there is an evening course that
is popular either because of its
subject matter or because of
the professor teaching it, it is
inundated by day students.
While I have no objections to
day students taking evening
classes, this would certainly
make for much more manageable class sizes.
-Change the professor teaching
a particular course from year
to year.
Fewer
evening
students would thus be presented with the choice of either
not taking a desired course
because of the professor teaching it or of taking a course
with a professor whom, for
one reason or another, they
would prefer to avoid.
-Offer four-hour classes on days
other than Mondays and
Tuesdays.
I believe' the
Government Contracts course
is the only four-hour course
not limited to Mondays and
Tuesdays.' At the very least,
offer Property and Corporations on different evenings so
that second-year evening students can take them concurrently.
As I have noted, I have
presented my suggestions to Dean
Schwartz, as well as to the SBA. I
hope other evening students wiII
also contribute their suggestions
to make the evening program at
the National Law Center more
manageable .
Sincerely,
Elaine L. Block
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J~wis6law Students' Association

J. Krame and
Jodi D. Mintzer
A new group has recently been
formed at the National Law Center, The Jewish Law Students
Association has come upon the
Bacon Lounge scene with an impressive lineup of speakers and
-,discussions.
'
At the group's first .meetlng in
February, speaker Joe Rauh gave
an interesting and humorous leeture on his life as a public interest
lawyer. The crowd of forty law
students and friends munched on
a Sunday brunch of lox and
bagels prior to the discussion. Mr.
Raiih recounted the time he defended Arthur Miller in the
1950's. Playwright Miller's wife,
Marilyn Monroe, 'moved into
Rauh's house for a two week period so as to avoid notoriety while
in Washington, D.C. Mr. Rauh
also defended author Lillian Helman 'against charges of being
communist
collaborator.
Mr.
Rauh is most widely known for
his work as President of the
A.D.A. (Americans for Demo~ratic Action), ,a once powerful
liberal group.",
"
'
Due next on the Jewish Law
Student Association agenda is
Mr. Albert Arent, senior partner
of Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin,
by Evan

a

and Kahn. Mr. Arent will address
the group at 8 p.m. on March 31,
1981 in the Bacon Lounge. A wine
and cheese reception will follow.
Soon after will be two very
exciting Sunday Brunch speakers.
On Sunday, April 5, 1981.in the
Bacon Lounge, D.C. Superior
Court Judge Bruce Mencher wilL
address the group. Judge Mencher is a graduate of the National
Law Center. After six years with
the D.C. Corporation Counsel's
office, Judge Mencher spent a
few years as a partner with Wilkes
and Artis, P.C. Judge Mencher
has been on the bench for the past
five years and is a prominent
figure in the D.C. legal and Jewish community. He will certainly
have some words of advice for
those of us planning to stay on in
D.C. after graduation.
The final speaker of the year
will be Mr. Sam Dash, Chief
Counsel to the Senate Watergate
Subcommittee
hearings.
Mr.
Dash is now a professor at
Georgetown
University
Law
School. This final brunch will be
held at 11:30 a.m, on Sunday,
April 12, as always in the Bacon
Lounge.
_
The Jewish Law Students Association joins the ranks of other
religious and ethnic groups on

''Letter: Keep The Crud, In
I 'would like to take this opportunity to publicly apologize to
"'Sue the Bastards." I, along with
a number of others, privately felt
that their suit against bar owners
~as frivolous.
"
~
While I was reading the
Hatchet's "21st st." supplement
last week, I noticed an interview
with a bar owner. He was talking
• about his clientele, and how he
would occasionally "bounce",
undesireables. As the article
continued, however, his remarks
began to take on a different cast.
As the owner continued to,
describe
his clientele,
they
sounded more and more pure;
almost holy. Then the owner
made clear his meaning. He noted
that he had a dress code, and that
it had a distinct function: "We
use Ii dress code to keep out the
crud."
J'
The prospect of a I bar owner
determining whether a person is
"crud" or not by his manner of

dress, is the stuff suits are made
of. Best of luck to "Sue the
Bastards.", Many of us were
obviously wrong.
Peter Duncan

campus with the special purpose
of encouraging thought and discussion about issues in the law relating to Judaism 'and of special
significance to the Jewish Community in.our country. The group
was created with the prompting of
the Hillel Foundation on campus,
'headed by Rabbi Doug Kahn and
Benita Gayle, who have given the
Jewish Law Students the financial
backing and assistance it needed
to get off the ground.
All students are welcome to at- ,
tend any meetings. Of course
those with a "Yiddisha Kup" are
especially requested to join.

To the Editor:
The Law Review would like to
apologize for an inconsistency in
the 1st year competition as to
plaintiff's residence. We would
like to assure all participants that
this error' will not affect our
grading of the competition. Our
review of the submissions has
confirmed that the identical issues
remained
regardless
of the
assumptions
-made by participants. As' previously planned,
our grading of the competition
will be based on the analysis of
these issues and the quality of
writing, rather than on the
conclusion reached. Again, we
apologize for causing any unnecessary anxiety.
The Law Review

Letter: More Acknowledgments
In my haste to meet the
deadline for the March 4 issue, to
have my reminiscences published
("Random
Ruminations of a
Reflective Retiree"), I overlooked
the following names of Faculty
members whom I should have
mentioned in my memoir of the
period 1957-1960, and would like
to setthe record straight:
Joining the Law Faculty for the
first time in the fall of 1960 was
David J. Sharpe, who is of course
still with us. Also, the following
spring saw the return' to our
teaching ranks of Arthur S. Miller
who had for some years been
teaching at Emory Law School.

Other Faculty members of vivid
memory during my student days
were Charles S. Collier and James
O. Murdock (who endowed our
International and Foreign Law
book fund for the library); in
addition to John P. Burke,
Samuel L'Hommedieu and others
who were prominent figures in
that time, of course also numbering our then Acting President and
former
law Dean, .Admiral
Oswald S. Colclough. 'the record
is now more nearly complete.
Sincerely yours,
Hugh Y. Bernard
Professor of Law; Law
Librarian

One of the troubling developments for law students and lawyers
that now looms across the legal horizon is the current plan to terminate the Legal Service Corporation. Thomas Jefferson said of
slavery: "I tremble for my country when I reflect that God is just."
One might tremble for the legal profession if the Legal Service
program is curtailed and the legal needs of the poor left untended.
The legal profession-I think it is unhappily accurate to say-is not
particularly beloved by our society at large. But popular reaction to
the profession, I think, will be worse if the void that would be left
after the Legal Service program is abolished is not met by the bar.
One would hope that if the Legal Service Corporation is abolished,
that the states and the legal profession at large would pick up the
slack and replace the kind of civil legal services for the poor that the
Legal Service Corporation has been providing. As far as the states
are concerned; the tax revolt phenomenon makes the funding of new
social endeavors like legal aid unlikely. As far as the private bar is
concerned, the pro bono movement among law firms appears to be
declining. It is true that law school clinical programs, such as ours,
do direct themselves to the problems of the poor but financially
starved private university law schools are not in a good position to
provide funds themselves for yet a new enterprise. Indeecf:our own
program here at the National Law Center relies heavily on "soft"
money. The issue of saving the Legal Service Corporation transcends political lines.
,
There is another feature of the Legal Service Corporation controversy which merits attention. The Legal Service Corporation funds
programs which make it possible for young lawyers to gain experience by serving the needs of the poor rather than by serving the
'needs of business. This is not to suggest that serving the needs of
business is not a worthy social task, but it is to suggest that it might
be socially desirable that young lawyers havean alternative to large
'firm practice. Experience in an "alternative" law opportunity can
help shape the way a young lawyer looks at the world for the balance
'of his other career. It is often said that today's students are careerist
and interested only in securing a berth in the upper middle class. But
there is tremendous interest still in alternative life-styles in law by
law students.
,
There is great interest in serving the needs of the poor and in
clinical work among the poor on the part of our law students in
particular. On looking at the registration figures for next year, I was
delighted to see that the D.C. Law Students in Court Program in
which we participate, and with respect to which we are a major
financial contributor, has registered over 60 students compared with
the 14 who registered last year. This shows that law students are very
much interested in clinical work and in the legal problems of the
poor.
It is true that if the Legal Service Corporation is abolished"
clinical programs, like ours, will provide some aid to the poor-who
have need for civil legal aid. The problem is that our resources, like'
that of our sister institutions, is inadequate to meet the task:
Similarly, the same social indifference which may result in the
.demise of the Legal Service Corporation could, if the public is not
aroused, and particularly if the legal "public" is not aroused, result
in jeopardizing the federal funds: that now support law school
clinical programs.
In short, I think that support for the Legal Service Corporation is
a matter of professional responsibility. In the nineteenth century, it
was said that Americans venerate law but not lawyers. In the
twentieth century, we run the risk that they may venerate neither.
JeromeA. Barron

Review Slips Up
First year students competing
for a positon on Law Review and
the Journal of International Law
and Economics ran into a small
snag when preparing their memos
for the writing competition. The
-hypothetical contained an inconsistency in the facts.
The hypotheticat dealt with a
conflict of laws problem. Unfortunately, the Review and the
Journal did not realize that there
\ was also a conflict in the facts. In
the body of the statement of facts,
one party was described as being
from state Alpha. The other party
was a resident of state Beta. In a
footnote,
the parties
were
switched.
First year student
Laura
Foggan felt that the issue was
crucial to resolving the issues in
the case. "In any other kind of
problem, it might not matter, but
those facts were inherently important to the solution fo the
problem."

!

Laura Foggan said that she was
uncertain
whether
the inconsistency
would materially
affect the ability of a student to
write the memo. She said, "I did
not think it was much of a
problem, but some other people
had not noticed it at the time they
started working on their memos
and that made the problem
confusing." "
The Review discovered the
inconsistency at about 7 p.m, on
the Friday the competitions were
handed out. Students who asked
about the inconsistency were told
by Journal and Review staff
members to make the necessary
assumptions to resolve the inconsistency. The Journal had
not reviewed the competition
before it was printed and handed
out to students. The Review has
apologized for the problem in a
letter to The Advocate on page
three inside.
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Equal Justice Foundation
"Begins Organizing Effort

LawyerS' Guild
by Tom Curcio and Sbeila Neville
The National Lawyers Guild is an association of lawyers, law
students, and legal workers who are dedicated to the protection of
civil rights and liberties and the use of the law as an instrument for
the protection of people, rather than for their repression. The GW
chapter of the Guild, formed in the seventies, is one of the most
active law student chapters in the D.C. area.
.
During registration last faIl, the GW chapter distributed booklets,
prepared by the Boalt Hall Guild, that were designed to encourage
incoming law students to combine their desire for social change with
their legal careers.
Last semester, the GW Guild showed ~With Babies and Banners," a documentary about the 1937 Flint Strike that culminated in
recognition of the United Auto Workers, and "Testimony: J.P. Stevens and Justice," a film about working conditions in J.P. Stevens'
mills.
Over the course of the year, the GW chapter has organized brown
bagIunches featuring an attorney/labor. union organizer; a consumer affairs expert; and the author of a book on alternative legal
careers.
In keeping with the Guild's objective to work with other coalitions and organizations whenever possible, the GW chapter cosponsored a symposium on pornography last November with the
GW Law Association for Women. Representatives from the Feminist Law Collective, the American Civil Liberties Union, and Feminists Against Pornography, together with a community activist,
comprised the speakers' panel.
This past semester the GW chapters of the Guild and La Raza organizeda program on the political conditions in El Salvador. Two
members of Salvadorans United with the Popular Struggle showed
the film, "El Salvador: Revolution or Death" and answered students' questions.
While the Guild intends to continue sponsoring events to educate
the students at the law school, it is also planning to establish task
forces on issues of interest to its members, including affirmative action, abortion rights, housing, and the resurgence of the Nazi Party
in the United States.
Anyone interested in working with the Guild should check the
Guild board in Bacon Hall for notices of meetings ..

by Susan R. Kneller
How can lawyers help ensure
public participation in developing
energy policies? What can lawyers
do when courts avoid dealing with
the merits of public interest cases
by
narrowly
in ter pr e ti ng
procedural rules?
These problems regularly face.
any attorney
interested
in
promoting citizens' access to
forums where public policies are
made. One D.C.-based organization that is working to improve
citizen.access to courts, legislatures and administrative agencies
is the Equal Justice Foundation.
EJF's members are lawyers and
others who are concerned with the
legal system and its reform. Funding for EJF comes from members, who
tithe one percent or more of their
-annual income for a minimum of
one year. These.contributors control the organization by-electing
its Board of Directors and. by
holding referendums to determine
which projects EJF should sponsor to deal with access problems.
During the past year, EJF has
opened new channels to promote
the communication
and consideration of citizen views. For
example it established the National Energy Access Project,
which will hire attorneys to represent the public interest in decision
making by federal energy agencies.
Peter Bradford, the commissioner of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, recently expressed
the need for such public involve-

The Student Information Center is opened and
ready to help first year students select a schedule
for next year. Our counselors are trained second
and third year students who have gone through it
all before and are anxious to help. If you have any
problems, COME SEEUS! .
.

.STOCKTONHALL
ROOMB·04
Monday 10-3
Tuesday 10-3
Wednesday 1Gog.
Thursday 10-4
Friday 10-4
In addition, we offer .counseling for academic
and personal problems related to law school.
.

which procedural rules were used
ment. "The absense of-adequately
funded public intervention in to discourage class action suits.
NRC proceedings contributes a These "articles have already been
used by groups at Harvard, Yale,
great deal to." this agency's
inability to deaf crisply and sensi- Columbia and Georgetown.
Ten George Washington law
bly with the issues before it. Any
project designed to remedy this students are currently researching
and writing more articles" which
. situation is commendable."
EJF will publish by next Fall,
EJF is now working to ensure
With
so many
George
organized public involvement in
Washington law students already
policies concerning radioactive
involved, the next logical step is
waste disposal, emergency planning and reactor safety equip- the establishment of a student
chapter at the NLC.
ment.
EJF's
legislative
acAn organizational meeting was
complishments this year include
held on March 16, at which time
P.L. ""96-190, which allows efficmore than 20 students met to disient alternatives to litigation to
ensure that the public's voice will cuss plans for an EJF chapter at
the NLC next year.
be heard.
Joe Tulman.. an attorney and
EJF has also' organized student
EJF Assistant Director, and SBA
groups at law schools around the
President Marjy Fisher will invite
country. This spring, students at
the NLC wrote and published The consumer advocate Ralph Nader
Unwritten R~ionale, a series of .to speak at George Washington
critiques ·of U.S. Supreme Court ·Nat'L Law Center. Nader will be
speaking here in mid-April, and
decisions which have severely
all interested persons are encourhampered citizen suits in federal
aged to attend.
courts. One such article discusses
Student's interested in becoming
a case which denied redress to
citizens because they did not meet .members of EJF should contact
technical requirements of standMarjy Fisher or Leslie Leach at
ing. Another discusses a case in
the SBA office.
..-Z.

ABA Membership High
At George Washington

by Craig M. Kabatcbnick
ABA/LSD Representative.

Lawyer in addition to membership in any of, the ABA specialized sections.
G.W.U. membership in the
G.W.U. is also sponsoring one
American Bar Association Law team in the ABA/LSD Client
Students Division increased from Counseling
Competition.
The
"292 members in August 1980 to members of the team are Jeff
exactly 500 members as of JanuRovner and Robert Schlossberg.
ary 1981. This increase gives Their faculty advisor is Richard
G.W.U. the fifth largest memberBoswell. The subject area of the
_ship in the country. The only law competition is sex discrimination
schools with larger membership- in employment. Each team in the
enrollments are Loyola (New Or- competition must act as attorneys
leans), John Marshall (Chicago),
and counsel their client as to what
Miami
and Hastings.
The
action should be taken to help
membership
increase
stems
further his or her case. The re" primarily from the fact that the gionals of the competition will be
ABA/LSD now offers to its mem- held at Howard University on
bers a low cost Blue Cross insur- March 7. The finals of the compeance plan, as well as other bene- tition will be at the University of
fits such as free subscriptions to Michigan .
the ABA Journal and the Student

FELLOWSHI.P INFORMATION
---M EETINGS
For G~aduate Students
on April 2nd at 3:00 pm
in Marvin Ctr.406
AND
Especially For Juniors
on April 3rd at 3:00 pm
in Marvin Ctr.413
SPONSORED

STOP

BY!

BY •.

The F:ellowshlp Information Center.
Speakers Will Be
Prof. Jon Qultsl.undAnd .Andrea Stewart.
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Preserving- History In The Law Classroom
by Burton S. KJiman
Washington, D.C - A number of
law students at George Washington University in Washington,
D.C. are presently engaged in a
heated battle over the fate of a
historic Spanish mission located
at 6800 Manchester Avenue in
Los Angeles, California. The 18th
century 20-room building is also
reputed to be the birthplace of
Governor Jerry Brown of California. The students represent a
number of private and public interests which roughly fall into one
of two opposing camps. On one
side there is the Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Board, the Munici,-.pal Arts Commission and the
Citizens to Preserve the Brown
Mansion, all fighting in various
capacities to preserve the structure and enjoining the owner,
Renaissance, Inc., from tearing
down the building. On the other
side is the owner, Renaissance,
Inc., who has been fighting to
construct a high-rise on the site,
and a variety of.other groups opposed to preservation including a
local citizen's group who perceive
the building as a health hazard,
the Los Angeles City Council who
have voted down a historic district ordinance, and an itinerant
bum living in the building and
claiming a "property interest" as
a tenant. A visitor from Los Angeles would justifiably be confused upon confronting these parties since-no such building exists,
but for the students in "Land Development Law" course number
SOl, the building and the fight to
save the structure is a very real issue.
The "Land Development Law"
(LDL) course is unlike any other
course taught at George Washington Law School. Whereas most

law school courses are conducted
in a traditional classroom setting
where students study out of a law
book and the professor lectures
on the subject or asks students to
~nalyze cases during the class period, the appr.oach in the LDL
course is to teach the basic con"
cepts of land management and'
control
through
a "game"
simulation. Instead of simply
studying the law, the students actively participate in this simulated
real-life environment where they
can tryout, practice, and develop
their legal skills.
The LDL course as taught at
George Washington is the brainchild of Professor. James M.
Brown. It has always been Professor Brown's belief that the particular issues of land use management and control were particularly well suited for a simulated
game situation and in 1973 he devised the basic scenario centered
"around the development of Los
Angeles International
Airport
and the expansion of a new airport to the east of the city. _Al-,
though the focus of the course is
on the airport and on "related
problems such as noise control
and airport expansion, numerous
other issues are built into the
"game" such as the location of a
liquified natural gas plant, the development of an apartment complex, and the institution of an
efficient rapid transit system to
the new airport.
Essentially, the idea is to create
a microcosm of the United States
within a classroom setting and to
explore various" constitutional,
administrative, political, judicial,
social, economic and technical
problems in a specific context.
Each student is assigned one or
more specific "roles" to play.
The game includes, for instance,

numerous builders, developers,
the game and evaluating their per- a multiplicity of suits. But each
and environmental groups; sev- formance at the end of the semes- game has its own peculiar twists
eral municipal governments along ter. It is in a very real sense "one- which make the mansion's fate
with planning and zoning agen- on-one" teaching. ..
anyone's guess. "New informacies; various departments of the
One of the reasons for the tion" contesting the merits of the
executive branch at both federal
course's success is the inherent nomination persuaded the State
and state levels as well as a federal
flexibility in the material and Historic Preservation Officer not
legislative body; and a fully struc- game format. Events may be to demolish the property; the Los
tured court system. The class "tailored" or "manipulated" to Angeles City Council in a special
tends to generate considerable
meet the requirements of the weekend meeting decided to reject
litigation with actions sounding in classroom. New elements in pro- any proposed ordinance involving
tort, contract, constitutional law,
perty law may be "cranked" into a historic district with the Brown
eminent domain, invalid regulathe game as they reflect actual Mansion; and a California Senate
.' tion, criminal law , and other mat- changes in the law. It was in re- bill requiring the consent of the
ters. Issues in the game may in- sponse to the 1977 New York property, owner before nominavolve conveyancing transactions,
Court of Appeals decision in the tion as a landmark was narrowly
franchising efforts, landlord and historic preservation case of Penn defeated. All of this intensive
tenant disputes, housing code Central Transportation Company activity exposes students in an inviolations and administrative and
v. City of New York, 42 N.Y.2d depth manner to a number of isregulatory matters. There is even 324,-that Professor Brown added sues seldom examined in law
'a weekly newspaper with events a historic preservation element to school-historic
district ordiof interest to the "community"
the game. Since that time, the bat- .nances; local, state, and federal
and public notices .of upcoming
tIe over the "Brown 'Mansion, " laws on landmark designation; fahearings and administrative deci- as it is known, has become one of.; cade easements and transferable
sions,
the major facets of the game.
development rights; and the varThe actual mechanics of the
In the present LOL course (this ious intangible issues of political
game appear bewildering at first,
one is no. IS, it being given twice maneuverings and dealings with
but students quickly adjust to the a year) all of the "classic" ele- municipal authorities. ,
game situation. Soon after regis- ments of a historic preservation
tering for the class, students are case have emerged-the intransiChanges in game strategy, difhanded various "scenarios spel- " gent property owner trying to de- fering background knowledge.and
ling out the specifics of their parvelop the property by tearing the occasional input by Professor
'down _the historic structure, the Brown guarantee that no game
ticular game roles. Professor
Brown assigns the roles, based in . nomination of the property by the will ever be the same. What is cerpart on the student's own experi- local Cultural Heritage Board as a .. tain is that a group of law stuence and background and also on local landmark, the injunction by dents will enter the legal profes- what the student hopes to get out
a citizen's group to save the man- sion with a particular kind of ex'of the course. Actual "class
sion-and all the principal parties .perience that few beginning lawtime" or "real time" quickly is have quickly become embroiled inyers
will have.
replaced by ','game time" where
each week of class time encompasses three months of "game
time."
Consequently,
events
move rather quickly. Professor
Spelling andPunctuation Corrected:
Brown keeps a check on each stu, 1Resume
Development
dent's status by having them sub_
.. ~"-..
Harvard
Blue Book
mit weekly logs of their activities
along with supporting documents. Brown also serves as a
i025 " I' ' Stree"t, N. W., Suite 810
"senior" partner to each student,
guiding them in certain aspects of
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ABiliTY GROUP
Student Rates
659~7676

EVERY A VAILABLE AID
FORTHE LAW STUDENT
EMANUELS-GILBERTS
SUM & SUBSTANCE
NUTSHELLS
SMITH'S REVIEWS
CASE NOTES
LEGAUNES
CASEBOOKS - HORNBOOKS
DISCOUNT STATIONARY SUPPLIES AND MORE

DISCOUNT PRICESAND
COMPLETE SELECTION,
AT ~••
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK CO.
:1917 Eye St./N.W.

Tel. 785-0424

Credits

Courses

Summer
Session'l
May 26

to July 6

Summer
Sess1on2
July7
to Aug. 17

Conflict of Laws
Criminal Procedure
Debtor-CredItor
,Evidence
Family Law
Individual Income Tax
Law and Medicine
Real Estate Transactions
Secured Transactions
Unfair Trade Practices
Business Organizations
Commercial Paper
Commercial Transactions Survey
Federal Courts
International Law
Legal Issues In Public Education
Products Liability
Remedies

For Further Information

Write or Call (516) 560-3636

School
of Law

3
4
3
'4

3
4
3
4
3
3
4
3
4
3
2
3
3
3
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Crumbling Ivory Towers
by Bob Scblossberg
. The Grateful Dead, those
ancient mariners of acid rock,
have spoken a few kernels of
truth over the years. On one of,
their albums tin hieroglyphic-like'
graphics, which could only bel
read by turning the cover upside'
down and holding in front of a
mirror, the Dead wrote "Ugly
Rumors." In reading the past few
issues of The Advocate, one needl
not have resorted to mirrors to
I

perceive ~hesame message.
ways it is. But where rumors, ugly need respond to every scurrilous.
Information
Explosion"
or otherwise, circulate about this accusation
and
baseless
Technological Revolution. The faculty member's alleged bias and hypothesis. Indeed; it shouldn't.'
"Wired City." Mass Media. Mass that professor's alleged expertise But when an issue consumes
Communications.
Mass
and are furthered by equally .pages of The Advocate and hoursPublicity. In this. era where men unsubstantiated "Letter, to the' of conversation .in the school
have found more means to' Editor", The Advocate fails to be lounge, any response from the
would
be
communicate the good, the bad., that valuable forum. It is cer- administration
and the ugly to each other, there is' tainly not the fault of the hard- welcome.' Maybe the adminworking editor of the paper or ofistration
believes that by ignoring
a startling lack of information
the students who have the. the problems and concerns they
flowing through these hallowed
law school corridors. The Ad-' unreproachable right to vent their will go away;' Students will tire of
vocate could be a valuable forum,' spleen in print. The fault must lie, writing letters to The Advocate,
of opinion and fact. In many Jam sorry to say, with that amor- and our incredibly short attention
phous . group' "the administra- spans will lapse. But the school
tion.'
.
- I know it is not revolutionary to
blame the administration for law
school ills; and I do not do it
without serious reflection. But
those pressing issues that pepper
the pages of the school's newsThe Department 'of Transports12-year pattern of substantial paper recede from the collective.
tion
has taken the first step
growth in the number of women consciousness with a whimper not
towards adopting a proposal
students. In 1968, the total 'taw' a bang. It is certainly easy enough
school enrollment of 62,779 for the cynics among us to belittle. submitted by three law students to
have all cars bear a rating as to
included 3,704 women. ,
the concerns of the readers and their crashworthiness. Under the
The number. of minority'
writers of The Advocate; after all, proposal
the crashworthiness
students in the first year class also "this is academia in a crumbling
rating
would
appear along with
increased in 1980, from 3,822 in ivory tower, and any relationship
1979, or 9.39 percent of the total .between it and the real world is the mpg rating on windshield
number of first year students, to purely coincidental." Quite to the stickers, and would also appear in
-4,112, or 9.72 percent of the total contrary, however, the issues in booklets already distributed by
auto dealers about the braking
number of first year students.
the pages of the school newspaper
Hispanic Americans other than may have more to do with the and acceleration characteristics of
Puerto. Ricans accounted for the "real world'; than those in the their cars.
The students -- Karen Mehl,
largest increase in first-year
pages of a contracts textbook.
Mary
Thompson,
and David
enrollment
of the minority'
Politics,
clashing
egos,:
groups, from 267 to 378. Blacks repressed hostility, and financial Thulman -- operating under the
increased from 2,002 to 2,144.
manipulations are just a few of name "Action on Safety and
Dean White concludes that the the underlying themes played out Health (ASH) Project Crashsubmitted
their
enrollment of minorities has not in the scenarios told on the pages worthiness,"
been significantly affected by the of The Advocate. The pages of: proposal shortly after the election
while Carter-appointed
safety
1978 Bakke
decision, which
The Washington Post tell the
advocates
were
still
in
control
of
barred racial quotas in university
same stories. To make those law
the department. It was hoped that
admissions programs.
school scenarios more mean- ~
The total enrollment figure of ingful, we need to know what the the outgoing staff would react
men and women represents a 2.11 administration is doing and where favorably to the proposal and
publish a notice of ..Q!:oposedrulepercent growth over 1979. Dean
it stands in relation to some of
White noted that part of this those plots and themes. That is making on it before' they left
office. This appears to be what
growth is attributable to the not to say that the administration
has happened.
addition of twoprovisionallyi
approved law schools to the ABA
list, Mississippi College and
George Mason University. Exclusive of these two schools, total
enrollment
increased
from
122,801 in 1979 to 124,680 in
1980.

Women, Minority
Enrollment Increases
CHICAGO, March 16 ..::..Law
school enrollment of 125,397'
students during Fall, 1980 included 42,045 women and 10,642
minority students. This represents'
an increase of 3,418 women; who
now comprise 33.53 percent of
the total enrollment compared to,
31.45 percent in 1979. Minorities
added 634. students to the total
enrollment and increased their
representation from 8.15 percent
in 1979 to 8.49 percent.
The total number of men'
declined from 84,174 in 1979 to
83,352 in 1980.
The findings were made by the
annual survey of the American
Bar Association Section of Legall
Education and Admissions to the;
Bar. The survey covers the!
country's
171 ABA-accreditedi
law schools.
' :
The survey also found that first
ye~ enrollments for female'
The survey also found that first
year enrollments for female students rose from 13,490 in 1979 to
15,267 in 1980, or from 33.13 percent of the 1979 first year class to'
33.53 percent of the 1980 entering
class.
According to James P. 'White,
Indiana University School of Law
and consultant to the ABA
Section, these figures follow the I

Jurymen Take It In Stride
by P~ter Duncan

After taking it on the chin from
the medical students in. the Mike
Cooley Memorial, several NLC:
runners banded together to prove
their worth. Running under the
banner of "The Well-hung Jury"
(more wishful .thinking than
bragging here), these defenders of
legal aerobics participated in The
Bethesda Chase, a 12.4 mile race
on March 1st.

will not be better off fo~ it. The
noticeable silence does more harm
than good.
My hope is that the administration
will speak to the
students-not
just about tuition
and course scheduling-but about
things that run deeper in the
school psyche. My hope is that a
meaningful dialogue will begin
and that important grievances
will be voiced and answered; and
that the school will become a
healthier place because of it. But I
have dreamed before.

Dor Adopts

Alternative
Business Systems

The team, needless to say, did
not take home the roses. Members
of the team were captain Bob
Radler, Jim Phillips, Kenneth
King, and Peter Duncan. This'
was also the order of finish.
Defying 8: 1 odds at racetime,
Duncan
finished
the race,
although his knees have not
unbent as of yet.
The team hopes to compete in
future races, but is probably too
disorganized.

..

at

Proposal

The students also tried to
appeal to the new anti-regulatory
philosophy by pointing out that a
crashworthiness
rating
gives
people a choice as to how much
safety they want and can afford,
and would mean less need for the
government itself to set and
enforce safety standards. They
noted that such a program would
be relatively inexpensive, and
would tend to favor Americanmade cars, over small foreign
imports. The students cited studies
showing that some small highmpg cars offer
far more
protection in a crash than others,
but that people have no way of
determining this for themselves.
This student project grew out
of the course in Legal Activism,
and is the second of four major
projects this' year which has
already been partially successful.

'''See us for all your'
travel needs"

Parklane Building
2025 r~ Street, "N.W.
Suite 112
We :qe:iarue in MmaiJr 1)1i1lJ
~
DisaJIIt & ~ :mice frdil~

MARVIN
CENTER
659·2968

I1I7~m

The Jewish Law StUdents Association Invites you
to these remaining Spring programs:
'
Wed. April 1-7:30-9 pm, Wine & Cheese, Bacon

COM~ARE OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU ~BUY LAW BOOKS ELSEWHERE
Washington's largest selection of legal supplies and study aids
-

..

Coif and Casenotes, Gilbert's, Legalines, Nutshells, Hornbooks, Ziontz, etc.

READY CASH FOR OLD CASEBOOKS .

Lounge, AI Arent, Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin and
Kahn
Sunday April 5-11:30-1, Brunch,
Judge Bruce Mencher, D.C. Superior
Sunday April 12-11:30-1, Brunch,
Samuel Dash, Georgetown Law
Watergate Prosecutor

Bacon Lounge,
Court
Bacon Lounge,
School," former

~pace is,.limited. Please reserve a place early. For more
tn.formatlon, call GWU Hillel at 338-4747.
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Cooley Fund Pledge Cards Intended To BeFI_exible
by Ed Byme

•

There seems to have been considerable .confusion concerning
the nature of the obligation assumed by those who submit
pledge cards for the Michael D.
Cooley Memorial Fund. Quite
probably, this confusion (coupled
with our law school-conditioned
in~lination to avoid signing anything that sounds in contract) explains why only 8' of the 300+
pledge cards handed out at Thanksgiving have been returned.
The decision concerning whether to give, and to what extent, is a
very personal one. It is yours
alone to make. Nevertheless, in
, discussing the question with
friends, three seemingly conflict'ing considerations predominate:
1) a concern about future financial circumstances, 2) an ambivalence towards (if not outright opposition to) contributions
to
George Washington University,
and 3) a strong desire to' tell
others' how truly special Mike
Cooley was. Perhaps by exploring
each of these considerations you
will be persuaded to join those of
us who have decided to contribute
to the Michael D. Cooley Memorial Fund.
'
There may be no worse time for
the solicitation of funds from law
students than the spring of the
second and third year of law
,school. Our concern about future
'financial curcumstances is rarely
felt more strongly than at these
times. The use of pledges rather
than
outright
contributions
should reduce the weight' of this
concern.
Any amount at all can be pledged. One-time contributions are
more than welcome (the blank

1100

space on the card is intended to
accomodate all potential donees).
In addition, you are not required
to spend money with the pledge
card. You need not select a specific dollar amount for your future
contributions (if you do specify
an amount, though, it will enable
the Committee to plan (or the
memorial alcove now rather than
five years from now). If you
would like to contribute to the
Cooley Fund in the future, but
you are not sure about the
amount, you can simply submit a
pledge card with your future address on it. The Cooley Committee will contact you in the fall and
you can make your decision at
that time.>
Thus, our present financial circumstances ("dire") need not
stop us from participating in the
pledge drive. It remains true,
however, that a concern about future financial circumstances adds
weight to the second consideration, our feelings about contributing money to GWU.
Your contribution will go into
the "Michael D. Cooley Memorial Fund," a separate account
maintained by the Development
Office. Your donation will not be
.coming led
with
George
Washington University's General
Fund. In addition, the terms of
your pledge must govern all disbursements made from the Cooley Fund account. Your pledge
will read:
'i> honor Mike Cooley and to aidI
in establishing and maintaining an alcove in the National
Law Center dedicated to hismemory and a prize for distinguished advocacy given in
his name, I hereby pledge ...
Consequently, the money you

may contribute in accordance
with your pledge will benefit the
Law Center in a way which will
appropriately memorialize Mike.
A committee consisting of the
Deanof the Law Center, two law
school professors who knew
Mike, and two of Mike's classmates, will administer the Fund.
The Committee's first task has
been to formulate the criteria to
be used in awarding the Michael
D. Cooley Prize for distinguished
advocacy. The term "advocacy,"
for these purposes, refers gener. ally to the art of persuasion. It
will not be limited to the particular skills of'persuasion one must
master to practice law. The Cooley Prize, is meant to commemorate those who believe (as Mike
believed) that our ability to
defend the convictions which influence our lives should match
our willingness to act on them.
If you asked Mike why he jogged ten miles a day, you would
soon find yourself in gym shorts,
running by his side. If you asked
Mike why he didn't eat meat, you
would soon find yourself eating
nuts and berries for lunch and
spinach salads for dinner. If you
asked Mike when he found the
time to show so many people how
to enjoy life, his eyes would
sparkle, and you would begin to
wonder why you ,weren't· finding
more time for that yourself.
Mike was special because he
persuaded everyone who knew
him that it made sense to care. We
want to share this conviction of
his with future students at the
National Law Center.
Please give generously to the
Michael D. Cooley Memorial
Fund. Your donation can and will
make a difference.

Mike Cooley

with friends

in Moscow

in 1974.

Graduating Class To Select
MnnnerofCooleyPrize
The winner of the first Michael ltions which might help future
D. Cooley Memorial Prize will be .graduating students choose their
I,chosenby the graduating class of winner of the Cooley Prize.
1981. The class will be asked to , In addition to the-selection of
termine who, among all the the Cooley prizewinner, the week
embers of the graduating class,
of April 6-] 1 will include a final
pledge drive and an informal
~'.ost !njoys Life by searching for
and attaining their full human
morning run (no rules, no losers,
Ipotential. A series -of questions
lots of winners). The pledge drive
'will be "handed out to third year
(see accompanying article) will be
'students in their Conflicts and
run from tables in front of the
Remedies classes. The questions
Dean's office during the lunch
.are designed to focus the class's rhours (11:00 a.m. to 2:10 p.m.)
'attention on aspects of Mike's
and inthe evenings (4:30 p.m. to
'character which were admired by 7:10p.m.) every day next week.
'his friends, and which can be fully
Volunteers to assist with the drive
appreciated even by those who did are asked to contact either Ed
·not know Mike.
:B)frne (evenings at 296-3719) or
This year's class will also be Janet Cook (evenings at 569asked to suggest additional ques- 3194).

I Really
HOW To START-.

'Sound Like This?"
Ginny Cornell
'The week before Spring break,
the Placement Office offered students an opportunity to do videotape role play interviews. While
the number of students who took
advantage of this opportunity was
hardly overwhelming, the concensus of those that did was
enthusiastically that it was a valuable experience.
Students took' turns playing
interviewees and interviewers.
The -interviewee 'told the interviewer whirthe or she wanted to be
interviewed for and then the camera rolled. The interviewer, interviewees, Placement Office representative and Barclay Inge, the
camera man, all discussed how it
went.
The participants ~l felt .(after
the initial disconcertmg feehng of
seeing themselves on T.V.) that
watching themselves on came!a
provided them with worthwhde
insights into the images the~ ~ro[ect in interviews. In addItIon,
playing interviewer gave t~e students a good idea of what It feels
like to be the one asking questions. The universal reaction
when the tape began to play was

an exclamation.. "Do I really
sound like that?" In spite of these
reservations, the students did an
excellent job as 'both interviewer
and interviewee. By and large, the
answers to questions were articulate and direct. If anything, students were a little shy about selling themselves and didn't stress
enough positive information
about themselves.
A video interview can be far
more difficult and nerve wracking
than a real interview. However, as
the participants found, it can provide one with uniquely helpful
'feedback on one's interviewing
skills.
On April 6, and once a month
thereafter, from 1:00 to 9:00
p.m., the Placement Office will
do more videotape role play interviews. If you are interested,
please sign up in the Placement
Office.
".
,
In addition, on April 2nd, the
Film "Interviewing"
will be
shown at 4:00 and 7:45 p.m, in
Stockton 304. This film, made by
NYU, 'is entertaining and informative. It shows good and bad
interviews along with amusing
comments by students and professors.

A
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LAW P.R~CTICE

A, PANEL SPONSORED BY

G.W. LAW
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

-&
G.W. LAW PLACEMENT OFFICE
Thursday, April 9~ 1981
Stockton Hall, Room 203

720 20th Street, N.W. 4:00 p.m.
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